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TheTheTheThe DiscoveryDiscoveryDiscoveryDiscovery andandandand IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction ofofofof BeitangBeitangBeitangBeitang SpringSpringSpringSpring

Mingle Zhao︱Shenyang

On May 3, 2012, the spring was discovered with the daily flow quantity of 1277m3,

the temperature over 68℃ . According to the inspection report, issued by Beijing

Institute of Geological & Prospecting Engineering, experts from China Hot Spring
Tourism Association and FEMTEC delivered assessment opinions on the quality,
usage. They suggested this spring being developed as a medical spa with wellness and
healthy service contents.

It belongs to bicarbonate silicate medical spring with very favorable properties in
wellness and healthy therapies. Eggs will become black when boiled in the water for
around 12 minutes.

Experts suggested Beitang developing on the basis of this excellent spring property,
researching and developing unique medical spring products and services for both hoe
and abroad tourists.
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Eggs after being cooked in the thermal water

Experts tasted the Black eggs
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Mingle Zhao︱Heilongjiang

It’s reported that a new resort, called WuDaLianChi Hot Spring Leisure City launched

its grand open to the public on July 24 on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of

WuDaLianChi City and its Twin City, Blagoveshchensk (Russian name: Благове

щенск). Officials and important leaders from both cities attended the opening; both

local and Russian visitors were attracted by the grand opening activities.

WuDaLianChi Hot Spring Leisure City, a five-star resort which is located at the most

north part of China has been highly promoted and recognized by the local government



as an important cooperation project between local government and local enterprises.

Thus, more cooperation is welcomed to be developed to this beautiful and world

well-known tourism site with a good beginning of this resort.

As introduced, this resort is designed and built with the theme of WELLNESS and

Entertainment.
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Mingle Zhao︱Guizhou

Recently, grand launch of Doupengshan Spring Resort was held at the famous scenic

spot of Guizhou Province, Doupengshan Mountain Tourism Site.

As introduced, the planned total area of this resort was 55894.6 Square-Meter, with

the total invested amount of RMB 330 Million. The final realization of this resort,

whose themes were WELLNESS & ENTERTAINMENT, will greatly enrich the

content and image of Yundu City, as “Global Green City” and “National Top Tourism



City”. Great supports will be offered by the local governments to the building and

developing of this resort accordingly.

Pools outside of hot spring resorts in Guizhou Province
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Mingle Zhao︱Shandong

In the middle of July, citizens of Rizhao City witnessed the open of the first local

spring resort, Xingshi Spring Resort, which covered the total construction area of

1.5Million Square Meters, the total investment of RMB 48 Billion, possessed service

contents of vacation, business conference, catering, entertainment, wellness, tourism



estate.

The well of this resort was sodium sulfate, whose flow quantity and temperature were

the highest as well as the best in quality within Shandong Province.

According to the statistics, this resort can hold 3000 people per day with 600 for

catering, 400 for stay.

Grand view of Ocean Spring at Shandong Province

Cave Spring



Outside pools View
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Mingle Zhao︱Liaoning

As announced by Liaoning Provincial Tourism Administration, “Valley Tourism” has

attracted more and more attention with its yearly gross of 30%-40%, as a new tourism

mode recently in Liaoning Province.

“Valley Tourism” means a kind of leisure tourism development on the basis of

combining natural valley resources, natural valley histories and cultures with new

tourism increasing point. Tourists will be received by hotels and tourism resorts at

valleys, enjoying very simple but tranquil life.

With the rapid development of this new tourism mode, in 2013, Liaoning has attracted

more than tens of billions invested fund to Valley Tourism development. And, hot

spring has become the top focus.





Hot Springs at Shenyang City


